PEOPLE WHO ARE 21 THIS YEAR WERE BORN IN 1989

When checking ID’s remember that someone is 21 if their ID reads today’s date (or before) 1989!

Standard-Sized Drinks

A Beer
12 ounces of fluid at 4% alcohol equals 0.48 ounces of pure ethanol.

A Glass of Wine
4 ounces of fluid at 12% alcohol equals 0.48 ounces of pure ethanol.

A Shot of Whiskey (80-Proof)
1/4 ounces at 40% alcohol equals 0.50 ounces of pure ethanol.

A great staff meeting event...
Put out one of each of the different size glasses you use at your establishment in front of each bartender. Have each fill glass to the “standard” drink size (you can use water with food coloring to avoid wasting product). Measure each out and see who comes closest. Offer a prize.

DECIDE IF YOU ESTABLISHMENT WILL SERVE THE STANDARD SIZE, IF YOU DECIDE A BIT MORE, ADVERTISE THIS. LET THE CUSTOMER KNOW HOW MUCH THEY ARE CONSUMING WITH EACH DRINK.

For more information, please contact the Community Outreach Office at 240-777-1904/240-777-1989 or by email at abs@montgomerycountymd.gov